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Selection process in DAV happens in two phases - Phase 1 is

online. It includes : a) Career graph - on the basis of the e-

application form �lled by the candidate, invitations are sent for

CBT.

b) CBT - If the candidate passes the online Computer Based

Test (CBT), the candidate gets a Provisional Eligibility Card

(P.E.C.) Candidates with P.E.C. can apply at any DAV school pan-

India, whenever a vacancy is announced in the local

newspapers. Phase 2 is o�ine, at school. At school level, �nal

selection will depend on the demo & interview.

Ques : How can I get a job in DAV?

Ques : What is CBT and its purpose?

Ques : What is the duration and weightage of CBT?

Ques : What is the format of CBT?
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Ques : Is there any negative marking in CBT?

Ques : When is CBT conducted How many times is CBT
conducted in a year?

Ques : How will I get to know about the announcement of CBT?

Ques : Where is CBT conducted?

Ques : What is the eligibility to appear in CBT?

Ques : If I qualify in CBT, will I get a job in DAV?

Ques : If I get the P.E.C., can I apply in any DAV at any time?

Ques : If I receive the Provisional Eligibility Card, will I get a job
in DAV schools?

Ques : If I do not pass CBT, can I appear again next time?

Ques : How will I get the admit card? Why is it important?

Ques : If I get an admit card for CBT, but do not appear in CBT
for some reason, will my fee be refunded?

Ques : Can I apply for two or more posts at the same time?
(e.g. PRT Science & TGT Science)

Ques : Will CBT be applicable for :

Ques : Will the ad-hoc/contractual candidates working in DAV
sit for CBT?

Ques : How to Apply for Ministerial Post-Laboratory Assistant
(Biology)?

Ques : How to Apply for the post of PRT-Wellness Tr. &
Counsellor?

Ques : Can I �ll the form using my mobile phone?



FAQ and Information 

1. Announcement of vacancies is as per requirement of sta�. All

posts may not be advertised every time.

2. Filling the e-application form, getting a call for CBT, appearing in

CBT, getting a call for interview/demo etc. does not guarantee a job

o�er from DAVCMC. 

3. Once submitted, the CBT exam fee is non-refundable.  

4. The CBT result will be �nal and binding for all. No revaluation or

retotalling is permitted as it is a computerized process.

5. DAVCMC follows all Government norms for minimum eligibility

criteria.

6. All jobs in DAV are transferable in nature. 

7. Each candidate has to deposit Rs. 300/- only as Test Fee.

8. No TA/DA is admissible for coming to the exam centre.

9. Exams of Regional languages such as Odia, Gujarati, Bengali,

Tamil, Telugu etc. will be held in the respective states only.


